Social rank governs the effective environment of siblings
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Siblings within the same family often differ dramatically in phenotype. Some differences are attributable to initial maternal handicaps (birth or hatching asynchrony, differences in egg or neonate size and hormonal or antioxidant titre); but differences among siblings may also arise from differences in the brood-rearing environment that offspring experience. Here, I use a model system—a long-term study of nestlings in an altricial bird—to study how an initial maternal handicap, hatching asynchrony, regulates the effective social environment of siblings in the same family as measured by offspring survival. The interaction of family size and structure generated wide differences in the effective environments of siblings living in the same physical space (a nest), and reared by the same parents, in the same family structure. Social rank was the key component of the unshared environment of contemporary siblings, and was alone sufficient to generate near-maximal differences in offspring performance. Nestlings sitting side-by-side effectively lived in different worlds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phenotypic variation among siblings is widespread in taxa ranging from parasitoid wasps to birds and mammals [1]. The obvious question is why? Some variations stem from initial manipulations of offspring phenotype that often arise from maternal effects—e.g. differences in egg or neonate size, birth or hatching asynchrony and hormone or antioxidant titre (reviews in [2,3]). But these maternal handicaps also alter the developmental environment experienced by contemporary siblings. Recent work in birds shows that environmental influences during brood-rearing may induce phenotypic variation in the progeny [4,5]. A large and parallel body of work on human families examines the environmental origins of phenotypic diversity among children—e.g. in personality, intelligence, behaviour and growth [6–11]. Here the non-shared environment is posited to explain differences among siblings [12]; these are the environmental influences unique to each child, such as birth or social rank and peer relations, and not those general to the entire family (the shared environment).

Identifying the features of the non-shared environment contributing to within-family diversity requires measurement of the relationship between the objective and effective environments that offspring experience [12]. The objective environment is defined by characteristics that can be measured directly such as family size, birth rank or the number of parents. It provides a quantitative measure of the offspring environment. The effective environment provides an estimate of the consequences of the objective environment, and is not directly measurable. Rather, it is inferred from the outcome of offspring performance. In short, the objective environment helps us to explain why offspring differ; the effective environment tells us how much.

Nestling birds are a useful model to study the objective and effective environments of siblings within a family. They share the same physical space (a nest), parents and family characteristics (all properties of the shared environment), but often differ in social rank owing to asynchronous hatching [13,14], an element of the unshared environment. Here, in an altricial songbird, I measure the relationship between the objective and effective environments experienced by siblings within the same family. I use a simple metric—whether an offspring lives or dies over the nestling period—to show how the effective environment is derived from properties of the initial objective environment: the size and the structure of the family in which a nestling lives, and most importantly, offspring social rank.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

I studied red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) nesting in near Winnipeg, Manitoba over 17 field seasons (1993–2009). Daily censuses were conducted at an average of 278 nests each year with the assistance of a field crew. Detailed methods have been described elsewhere [15,16] and I present only a précis here. Nests were visited from egg-laying until nestlings reached at least 8 days of age (hatching = day 1). Nestlings were marked for individual identification and generally not handled after day 10 to prevent premature fledging.

I divide the brood into core and marginal elements [17,18] based upon the hatching pattern of individual offspring. All nest-mates hatching on the first day of the nesting period are core offspring; nestlings hatching one or more days later are marginal offspring (see [16] for detailed methods of classifying core versus marginal progeny). I further subdivide the marginal brood into three levels: m1, m2 and m3. Because of the incubation pattern of red-winged blackbirds, these subscript designations correspond both to the number of days that a marginal offspring hatches after its core counterparts, and its rank within the marginal brood. If, for example, three marginal offspring are present alongside one or more core offspring, the m1, m2 and m3 progeny will usually have hatched 1, 2 and 3 days after the core offspring. I denote family size and structure as cj where c is the number of core hatchlings and j the number of marginal hatchlings [15]. Rank within the brood is denoted as either core or m where m denotes marginal status and the subscript i denotes rank within the marginal brood; m3 progeny are found in all broods with at ≥1 marginal offspring, m2 progeny are only found in broods with ≥3 marginal progeny. Table 1 shows the mean survival to day 8 of cores, m1, m2 and m3 progeny in the 13 most common brood structures. Although survival to leave the nest is an obviously incomplete measure of fitness, it is still a useful proxy, as survival among specific classes of offspring showed near-maximal variation and fledging success is the robust predictor of recruitment to breeding [19]. I computed bootstrap confidence intervals because data for core broods had a polytomous distribution.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 shows point estimates of mean survival of focal offspring by family size and structure for the entire 17 year dataset. Survival to day 8 showed a near-maximal range of variation from the virtually assured survival of
both core and marginal progeny in small broods to the near-certain death of low-ranking marginal nestlings in large broods. Overall, there was a greater than eightfold range of variation in mean nestling survival, with core progeny generally enjoying higher survival than marginal siblings in the same family: as brood size grew, particularly those broods with more core progeny, the gap between the survival of core and marginal siblings also grew (table 1). An easily measured property of the objective environment, hatching asynchrony, had very different effects on progeny survival that were conditional on family size and structure: \( m_1 \) progeny (1 day asynchrony) enjoyed near-certain survival in 11 broods but survival fell sharply as core brood size grew (figure 1). Similarly, \( m_2 \) progeny (2 day asynchrony) enjoyed high (75%) survival in 12 broods, but just 11 per cent survival in 32 broods (table 1), a sevenfold difference in mean nestling survival.

I used multiple linear regression of the point estimates of focal offspring survival (weighted by sample size) to determine how much variation in the effective environment was attributable to two properties of the objective environment, family size and structure. Data were arcsine \( \sqrt{x} \) transformed for normality. Overall social rank, core brood size at hatching, and their interaction explained approximately 90 per cent of variation in survival (\( r_{adj}^2 = 0.898, F_{3,25} = 82.98, p < 0.001 \)). Lower social rank (\( \beta = -0.093, t = -1.930, p = 0.065 \)) and particularly a larger core brood at hatching (\( \beta = -0.133, t = -4.591, p < 0.001 \)) and the interaction of rank and core brood size (\( \beta = -0.105, t = -3.938, p = 0.001 \)) was strongly associated with reduced nestling survival.

### 4. DISCUSSION

Family size and offspring social rank, two elements of the objective environment, together explained striking differences in the effective environments for siblings within families. Both within and across families, there was a greater than eightfold difference in mean nestling survival and most of this variation was accounted for by the social rank of the focal offspring, the number of core hatchlings in the family, and its interaction. Mothers constructed different social niches for their progeny with their initial choices of family size and structure, and even identical phenotypic handicaps could lead to dramatically different outcomes for offspring—e.g. a 1 day hatching interval. Survival costs for high-ranking marginal progeny in small broods compared with their core counterparts were negligible. Conversely, the costs were great for low-ranking marginal progeny in large broods. Although key properties of the initial objective environment were shared...
among siblings—parents, the same nest, family size and structure—a key unshared component, social rank created different effective environments.

The result is important, not just because social rank can generate diversity in offspring performance within the family. The different social environments they create also present very different challenges for contemporary siblings during brood-rearing. Elegant work by Mainwaring et al. [5] shows that social rank, and not maternal effects, is the chief determinant of phenotypic variation in nestling blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) in a suite of traits linked to sibling competition—e.g. nestlings prioritized growth of tarsi over feather development in order to maintain standing within the nest. Similarly, Gil et al. [4] showed that gape area of nestling spotless starlings (Sturnus unicolor) increases under the influence of sibling competition. Offspring phenotypes, evidently, are plastic and respond to different effective environments. As shown here, such environments can be very different indeed.

It is not hard to draw parallels between nestling birds that differ in hatching rank, and human children that differ in birth rank. There is vigorous debate among behavioural geneticists, developmental psychologists, sociologists and demographers over the origins of differences among siblings in personality, behaviour, intelligence, growth or health status [7,8,10,20–22]. Much of the controversy centres on the explanatory features of the non-shared environment: is the intra-family (e.g. birth rank, [8,11]) or extra-family environment (e.g. peer relations, [6,21]) more important? My work on a non-human animal model eliminates the extra-family environment as a potential source of variation, as contemporary offspring share the same confined physical space, the nest. I show that differences in social rank are alone sufficient to generate near-maximal differences in offspring performance, supporting the view that the non-shared environment within the family is important. Offspring sitting side-by-side can live in different worlds.
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